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Synthèse de la loomotion bipède hez l'homme et lesrobotsRésumé : Ce rapport est le résultat d'une ré�exion ommune qui a été menée par desherheurs en automatique et en neurosienes herhant à répondre à une même question :quelles sont les bases fontionnelles de la loomotion bipède et omment les ontr�ler ?L'originalité de e travail est de mettre en parallèle deux synthèses sur la façon dont leproblème du déplaement bipède est résolu en robotique d'une part et dans la nature d'autrepart. Nous pensons que les éléments lés onduisant à des performanes d'adaptabilité etde réativité hez l'humain pourraient aider les robotiiens à trouver des voies de solutionpour la oneption de shémas de ommande. De la même manière, le adre théorique de larobotique bipède pourrait aider les neurosientistes à formuler des onepts et modèles.Mots-lés : ontr�le postural, robots bipèdes, équilibre, marhe
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4 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaiante

Figure 1: BIP (INRIA and LMS) skeleton [75℄1 IntrodutionThis report addresses the problem of ontrolling 2-legged systems that an be natural orarti�ial, therefore onerning both neurosientists and robotiians who are working on asimilar question with di�erent approahes: analyzing ontrol modes of bipedal standing andwalking.Researhes on the ontrol mehanisms of human displaements are still going on and manyhypotheses remain a matter of great ontroversy between neurosientists. On the otherhand, researhers in the �eld of robotis are building bipedal mahines, trying to ahievethe great feat managed by slow evolution of human speie. Neurosiene and robotis, re-spetively onerned with living beings or with arti�ial strutures, are both oriented to theunderstanding of bipedal loomotion. Nevertheless poor intersetion exist between thesetwo �elds of investigation.This paper plaes in parallel the results eliited in robotis and in neurosiene onerningthe ontrol of equilibrium and walking. We will also try to de�ne borders for the analogybetween arti�ial and natural systems. We believe that a better understanding of humanmotor ontrol an help to develop new issues to explore in order to enhane robot ontrollerapaities. We also believe that the theoretial framework and tools onerning robot walk-ing an �nd out an appliation in the analysis of human walking.The paper is divided into two parts: �rst setion is an overview of the basis oneptsexisting in bipedal robotis and the seond setion is a funtional desription of how humanstands and walks.
INRIA



A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 52 Basi onepts in bipedal robotis2.1 Biped systemsBiped robots like other legged (or walking) mahines are a partiular lass of mobile systems.Legged robots raise design and ontrol problems whih di�er from other mobile mahines, likewheeled or traked ones. The appliations they are aimed at are also partiular. Legs are welladapted to move in luttered up environments where they an overome obstales. Leggedloomotion allows a minimal and seletive invasion of the ground by plaing the feet in suit-able positions in order to preserve the environment (ultivated land, �eld...). This shouldgive rise to outdoor appliations as various as agriulture and �eld robotis, mine learane,exploration, forest exploitation. When onsidering strutured environments, legged systems,and partiularly biped ones, look well-suited for limbing stairs, walking through orridorsor moving and ating in rooms designed for human oupany.Now, a frequently asked question is: why building biped robots? In fat, di�erent ap-pliations an be envisioned when developing a biped robot and then guide the design ofthe prototypes. Their anthropomorphi size is well adapted to servie and assistanetasks to help human in his private and/or working ativities [29℄. Due to their likeableand reassuring aspet, these robots have also appliation in entertainment, toy industryand advertising [103℄. Japanese ompanies like Honda Motor Co (ASIMO), Sony (QRIO)[14, 175℄ or KAWADA (HRP2) have taken a large tehnologial advane in the goal of re-ating mahines apable of entering home and assisting people. They emphasize in so-alled�human friendly design� in order to gain aeptane by the publi. In that sense legs are notonly a tehnology of motion but also a way to harm human users [125℄. Some researh teamsare working on biped robot to gain hints in biomehanis and rehabilitation tehniquessuh as orthoses, prostheses and exoskeleton design and ontrol or funtional eletrostimu-lation (FES) [74℄ but also in understanding mehanisms of motor ontrol [198℄. This leadsto the onstrution of anthropomorphi systems allowing analogies and omparisons withhuman, like BIP (INRIA and LMS, Frane), WABIAN (Waseda University, Japan), Johnnie(TUM, Germany) [28, 203, 115℄ and others. Nevertheless, anthropomorphism is not theonly issue: some bipeds are also designed on di�erent models: dinosaur like [197℄, bird-like[181, 192℄...Biped robot skeleton is lassially made of aluminium [115℄, but not always: polymersan also be used, end even wood [190℄. The segments are interonneted by means of jointswhih are generally ative. The omplexity of the prototypes an vary from very low to highnumber of degrees of freedom [144, 175℄. Generally the systems are omposed of two legs, atrunk, two arms and one head. Legs are lassially omposed of six atuated joints (�g.1):three for the hip, one for the knee and two for the ankle. Exept in a few reent prototypes,the torso is usually one single rigid part. Few robots have joints plaed between torso andlegs for them to be independent [28, 203, 115℄. The majority of robots are operated througheletri motors whih are easy to ontrol. The major problem is to onvert the rotational
RR n° 5450



6 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaiante
Figure 2: Some joints of the BIP robot (INRIA and LMS)output to a linear one and this is ahieved by means of dediated mehanial transmitters(�g.2). There also exist systems using substitutes for the human atuators, like arti�ialmusles whih are ontratile devies mimiking natural musles in terms of strength toweight ratio and response speed, inherently ompliant, but with signi�ant nonlinearities intheir behavior [190, 87℄.The main harateristi of walking robots is that they do not have a �xed base. In bipedalwalking, phases of single support and double support alternate, orresponding toopened and losed on�gurations of the kinemati hain omposed by the robot skeleton.Therefore the number of degrees of freedom varies from one phase to another. Sine thenumber of ative joints remains onstant, a same system an be underatuated or overatu-ated depending on the ground ontats. In running, there exists phases where no point atall of the robot is in ontat with the ground.Here, we may point out a major di�erene between robots and humans: humans an walkand run. Today, robots are designed and optimized for either walking or running, but fewarti�ial system are able to perform both tasks, exept a few spei� prototypes [14, 175℄ orin very speial onditions, like in [176℄ where the robot is onstrained in the sagittal plane.Sensors are of high importane for the ontrol of robots. They should give proprioeptiveinformation to the ontroller: enoders to measure joint angles, gyrometers, aelerometersor inlinometers to measure the absolute position of the system in the spae. Exteroeptivesensors are also required to allow the robot to evolute in an unknown environment: visionameras, aousti, infrared sensors. Fore sensors should provide a fairly good indiationof, basially, the ourrene of a ontat with the ground, and, more, of the value of theassoiated wrenh.The ultimate robot should be self energially autonomous. It is far to be the ase, most of thesystems having energy supplied from wires. Some of them arry batteries, like the Japanesehumanoid HRP-2 from KAWADA, able to walk more than one hour. HONDA's ASIMOexhibits omparable results The progress is important when realling that the HONDAprevious prototype P2 needed 20 kg of batteries to walk for 15 minutes [103℄.

INRIA



A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 72.2 DynamisWhen walking, a biped interats with the ground, therefore loomotion results in asequene of ontinuous and disontinuous phases, where the impats are disreteevents triggering the displaement [106℄. Therefore biped mahines are hybrid nonlinearsystems.2.2.1 Continuous dynamisUnder the assumption that the robot struture is rigid, ontinuous dynamis an be ex-pressed under the Lagrangian form:
M(q)q̈ + N(q, q̇)q̇ + G(q) = Γ + Γext (1)where: q ∈ IRn stands for the parametrization vetor of the whole on�guration spae of therobot onsidered as free in the 3D spae1; Γ = [0, τ ]T ∈ IRn is the generalized e�ort vetorinluding joint atuation torque (generally bounded), τ ∈ IRm; M is the inertia matrix; Nis the entrifugal, gyrosopi and Coriolis e�ets; G is the generalized gravity fore vetor.Note that the set (q, q̇) onstitutes the state of the robot, in the sense of the theory ofdynami systems. Γext are the torques generated by external fores like ground ontats, athrust... They an be expressed as:

Γext = C(q)T λ(q, q̇)

C(q) is the Jaobian matrix of the points of the robot on whih the external fores areapplied and λ(q, q̇) orresponds to the amplitudes of these fores.If φ(q) are the oordinates of the points submitted to external e�orts, then:
C(q) =

∂φ(q)T

∂qBiped dynamis is haraterized by the existene of variable onstraints resulting from theinteration with the ground. Ground e�orts orrespond to a set of fores applied on eahpoint of the robot in ontat with the ground.
Γext = Cn(q)T λn(q, q̇) + Ct(q)

T λt(q, q̇)Subsripts n and t stand for normal and tangential to the ground omponents respetively.Lagrange multipliers λn and λt express the amplitudes of the e�ort omponents.A ommon way of modeling those spei� external fores is to onsider the robot as a hainof rigid bodies in tree form in rigid interation with the ground through unilateral links and1In the whole doument, ẋ and ẍ stand respetively for the �rst and seond order time derivatives of thevariable x.
RR n° 5450



8 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaiantefrition. The points of the robot in ontat with the ground verify a losure equation of theform:
φ(q) =

(

φn(q)
φt(q)

)

= 0 (2)The assumption of non penetration results in unilateral onstraints whih imply semi-positivenormal fores and aelerations of the ontat points whih are related by a omplementarityondition: [169, 212℄:
λT

n (q, q̇)φ̈n(q) = 0, λn(q, q̇) ≥ 0, φ̈n(q) ≥ 0Exluding the ase where the system is slipping, tangential onstraints an be written as:
φ̈t(q) = 0Finally, sine the existene of frition indues bounds on the tangential fores, a non-slippingondition is satis�ed as long as:

‖λt‖ ≤ µ0λnwhere: µ0 is the frition oe�ient depending on the materials in ontat.2.2.2 ImpatsWhen one point of the system enters in ontat with the ground, an impat ours induinga veloity deviation. The veloity of the system before impat: q̇− takes a new value: q̇+

M(q)(q̇+ − q̇−) = Cn(q)T Λn(q, q̇) + Ct(q)
T Λt(q, q̇) (3)where: Λ(q, q̇) = [Λn(q, q̇),Λt(q, q̇)]

T is the vetor of the amplitudes of the impulsion fores.Under the assumption that ontat points do no slip neither take o� after impat we anwrite:
φ̇n(q) = Cn(q)q̇+ = 0 and φ̇t(q) = Ct(q)q̇

+ = 0Note: The dynamis (ontinuous and impats) an also be expressed in terms of an equiva-lent Quadrati Programming problem [212℄.2.3 Stability and equilibriumStability and equilibrium are key onepts in biped systems, sine they are losely related tothe risk of falling. The stability onept is well understood and niely formalized for manylasses of dynamis systems, even nonlinear, as explained in any textbook of automationtrol. However, these approahes annot be applied in a straightforward way to bipeds,mainly beause of the partiular nature of ontat onstraints. Furthermore, the steady statewalking proess in itself an be seen as �stable� even though some usual stability riteria areINRIA



A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 9not ful�lled. It is therefore neessary to go beyond an only intuitive understanding of theseonepts and to try to exhibit more formal issues. In that way we will split the presentationin two parts: statis and dynamis, whih will both largely rely on P.B. Wieber's work[212, 210℄.2.3.1 Stati equilibrium and postureLet us ome bak to the dynamis presented in setion 2.2.1. The parametrization q, whihrepresents the robot on�guration is in fat the onatenation of two elements, q1 and q2.The vetor q1 is the parametrization of the position and the orientation of a given robot bodyin the 6-dimension displaement manifold, it is expressed with respet to a �xed galileanframe, for example ground-related; q2 represents the internal on�guration of the biped,whih an be seen as its posture. Usually, it is the set of the joint oordinates, for examplein the ase where the robot is a tree-form open kinemati hain. When loal losed hains(i.e. whih are expressed by losure algebrai equations representing the assoiated bilateralhomonomous onstraints) exist, q2 is the set of the mobilities of the system, the way ofparameterizing them being then di�erent from one ase to another.In a way analogous to the splitting of the on�guration, it an be shown that the dynamis(1) an be rewritten as:
{

M1(q)q̈ + N1(q, q̇)q̇ = 0 + C1(q)
T λ − G1(q)

M2(q)q̈ + N2(q, q̇)q̇ = τ + C2(q)
T λ − G2(q)

(4)where we reall that τ is the set of atuator torques, all joints being assumed here to beatuated.It an be shown that the left-hand side of the �rst line of eq.(4) is equivalent to the dynamiwrenh of the system, while the right-hand one is equivalent to the wrenh of ontat andgravity fores. This equation is of the Newton-Euler form, the Newton part being to be ex-pressed easily in terms on the aeleration of the Center of Mass (CoM) of the robot. Thisshows a fundamental issue: the global displaement and orientation of the robotan only be realized owing to ontat fores. Furthermore, this motion is neessarilyassoiated with a hange of the posture. All these fats are obvious in zero-G ondition.Let us now explain the onept of stati equilibrium. A on�guration qeq orrespondsto a stati equilibrium of the system if: ˙qeq = ¨qeq = 0; i.e. the left-hand sides of (4) vanish.If suh a on�guration exists, it is suh that, at this point, the set of ontat fores and jointatuator torques ompensate for the gravity e�et. Of ourse, suh a set doesn't always ex-ist. When the ontat points are all in a same horizontal plane, only normal ontat foreshave to be onsidered. Coming then bak to the stati wrenh allows easily to show that thestati equilibrium ondition redues to the lassial one: the projetion of the robot's enterof mass belongs to the onvex hull of ontat points: xCoM ∈ D. In other ases, tangentialfores have to be taken into aount.
RR n° 5450



10 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. AssaianteLet us now introdue a time variation of qeq. Then the previous equilibrium onditionbeomes:
xCoM (t) ∈ D(t) ∀t ∈ [0, T ] (5)where T is the onsidered temporal horizon. Among these time-varying trajetories, someharaterize the so-alled stati walking, a �rst de�nition of whih is now possible:A stati walk is a walk (i.e. a ontinuous sequene of on�gurations ensuring the forwardprogression and maintaining the ereted position of the system simultaneously) suh that ateah instant the stati equilibrium ondition (5) is satis�ed .Obviously, the trajetory of xCoM (t) should be ontinuous2. This requires that ∫ T

0
D(t)dtis onnex, whih implies that, neessarily, a stati walk inludes double support phases.A last point to be addressed in this setion devoted to stati equilibrium is the one ofpostural ontrol. This expression is largely used in biomehanis and neurosiene do-mains, and deserves here to be formalized. Realling that posture is no more than theinternal on�guration, it is lear that any kind of ontrol is �postural� in some sense, sinethe assoiated subset of parameters, q2, is involved in all ases! However, in order to beoherent with the ommon, although sometimes intuitive, understanding of this onept, wemay try to give a spei� de�nition of postural ontrol in robotis.Let us onsider the ase where, despite the fat that the equilibrium on�guration qeq istime-varying, we have D(t) = D(0) ∀t ∈ [0, T ]. The set of ontat points is therefore�xed. Assuming that all foreoming motions will not a�et the ontat fores in suh away that this set be modi�ed, the posture may therefore evolve in the time while ensuringthat eq.(5) is satis�ed with D onstant. However, for this kind of behavior to be allowed,it is neessary to be sure that the submanifold in whih q an live is not zero dimensional.This point is linked to the onept of task redundany [37℄. Brie�y, the basis is to de-�ne some �priority� tasks under the form of algebrai equations, whih have to be ahievedwhatever the posture. Clearly, a �rst one is needed to satisfy onstraint eq.(5), for example:

xCoM (q(t))−xCoM (q(0)) = 0, whih is 2-dimensional. Other ones depend on the appliation:keeping onstant the height of the CoM, maintaining the head or/and the arms motionless,et... In any ase, these other tasks should be all gathered under the form f(q(t)) = 0,assumed to be m-dimensional.Finally, a postural modi�ation, under the onstraint of ahieving the priority tasks, is in-tuitively possible if 2 + m < n − 6. This desired modi�ation, whih may be for examplea trajetory spei�ed in an appropriate spae, has the status of a seondary task. If thedimension of the desired modi�ation is exatly n − 6 − (m + 2), and if all the tasks areompatible and independent, they an be theoretially perfetly ahieved. If the dimensionof the seondary task is greater, then it an be expressed as the gradient of a funtion tobe minimized, whih is projeted on the priority task inluding onstraint eq.(5) [155℄. Inthat ase, the seondary tasks an only be ompleted approximately. The so-alled posturalontrol an therefore be �nally de�ned as a ontrol sheme whih is aimed at ensuring thephysial realization of all these tasks.2but non neessarily twie-di�erentiable everywhere, beause of impats. INRIA



A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 112.3.2 Dynami equilibrium and stabilityThe onept of dynamial equilibrium is a little more di�ult to approah formally. Wean for example say that a system represented by a nonlinear di�erential equation is indynamial equilibrium if, starting from given initial onditions, it stays on a losed urve inthe phase spae, i.e. a lose orbit. We will ome bak later to this point. In the ase of bipedrobot, the dynamial equilibrium an be intuitively linked to the idea of a possible movement.In fat, the system an ahieve a desired movement if and only if the total wrenh of gravityand ontat fores is equal to the dynami wrenh of the robot.In the ase where all ontat points are in the same plane, it an be shown that there exists apoint in this plane around whih the horizontal rotation momentum of gravity and dynamifores vanishes. This point is known as Zero Moment Point (ZMP-[202℄), but it is also nomore than the Center of Pressure (CoP). When aelerations and veloities are equal tozero, this point is simply the projetion of the Center of Mass (CoM) evoked in the previoussetion.However, this point an't be used to haraterize the dynamial equilibrium as the possibilityof ahieving a motion whih maintains the CoP inside the onvex hull of ontat points, assoon as these ontat points are not in the same horizontal plane. Spei� derivations arethen needed. Moreover, tangential (sliding) fores are not taken into aount in a ZMP-based approah. A right and generi way of stating the walking stability is expressed in[212℄ under the form: a neessary ondition for a walking system to realize a motion spei�edby a trajetory q(t) on a given time interval is that there exists ontat fores λ(t) suh that
{

M1(q)q̈ + N1(q, q̇)q̇ + G1(q) = C1(q)
T λ

A(λ) ≥ 0
(6)where the vetor inequality A(λ) ≥ 0 denotes all onstraints on normal (unilaterality) andtangential (Coulomb frition) fores.Finally, the motion an de�nitively be ahieved if the atuation fores are able to meet thedynamial requirements of the seond equation of eq.(4).Let us now ome to the idea of stability. Equilibrium and stability are obviously inde-pendent onepts, sine an equilibrium an be stable (a simple pendulum submitted tovisous frition and gravity at rest) as well as unstable (the same pendulum, but inverted).Roughly, an equilibrium an be said as stable3 if, when we onstrain the system to leave thisequilibrium, it omes bak to the equilibrium if we relax the onstraint. For stati equilib-rium, that means that a (small) disturbane is absorbed by the biped, whih will later movein suh a way that the projetion of the CoM omes bak to its previous position. This anbe done for a small part by some internal visoelastiities, but mainly using an adequateontrol sheme, for example a lassial PD joint ontrol. Nevertheless, these issues are notsu�ient to haraterize the stability of a biped: let us onsider again the robot standingat a stationary position, i.e. having his joint variables regulated at a given value satisfying3asymptotially stable in fat...

RR n° 5450



12 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaianteonstraint (5). As said previously, if we slightly disturb this equilibrium, the robot an bedriven bak to its goal position, but if the disturbane is large enough, this is not su�ientand the robot will avoid to fall only by stepping forward, i.e., by hanging his referenetrajetory (leading to a new ontat point on�guration).This illustrates the fat that the stability of walking systems has to be understood in a sensedi�erent from lassial dynamial systems, the main issue being to avoid falling (i.e. reah-ing a position where other points that the feet are in ontat with the ground). Extendingthe idea of redundany in postural ontrol, we an say that the priority task for a robotis to maintain its equilibrium in the sense of avoiding to fall, all the other objetives(desired veloity, diretion of motion, type of the gait, objet grasping, et...) being to beaddressed only when the �rst one is ensured. The di�ulty now is to relate this intuitivenotion to adequate formal aspets. Only a few attempts to derive a general approah ofthis question an be found in the literature. The deeper existing analysis seems to be theWieber's one [210℄, to whih we refer the reader for all tehnial aspets. Let us just give aglimpse of the proposed analysis, whih takes its origin in the Aubin's viability theory [18℄.Basially, if we denote as F the set of values of q where the system is onsidered as havingfallen, we an say that a state (q, q̇) is viable if and only if the system is able to realizefrom this state a movement q(t) whih never reahes F. The union of all possible viablestates is the viability kernel, inside whih the robot is required to stay. An indiation of thee�etive stability ould therefore be to measure the �distane� between the urrent state andthe losest state in F. Unfortunately, this is ompletely untratable in pratie. Althoughniely intuitive, this approah deserves therefore to be improved. A way of doing that is,�rst, to de�ne the largest invariant set assoiated with a ontrol law, whih is the subsetof the viability kernel in whih a fall is e�etively avoided thanks to the ontrol law. Aninvariane margin an then be de�ned as the distane between the urrent state and theboundary of the largest invariant set. Finally, an adequate stability margin an be de�nedwith the help of a Lyapunov funtion and, even more, an be approximately omputed bysolving a well-posed optimization problem. It should be notied, nevertheless, that suh ananalysis doesn't take into aount possible variations in the state of the ontat set.A full approah of walking stability in the most general ase remains therefore an openquestion [70℄.2.4 Synthesis of arti�ial biped loomotionThe goal of this setion is not to ahieve an exhaustive bibliographial review of bipedmotion ontrol approahes, but to present the main general priniples whih are (or ouldbe) used in the design of shemes for synthesizing the motion. In fat, the di�erenes betweenontrol methods lie mainly in the way the desired motion of the system is spei�ed and inthe required level of auray in the desription. In the following we disuss the two mainlasses of approahes, where trajetories are designed o�-line or on-line respetively.
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A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 132.4.1 Use of prede�ned trajetoriesThe most popular approah for biped ontrol design inludes both the a-priori de�nitionof trajetories to trak and dediated tehniques of on-line adaption to ope with modelunertainties, obstales and disturbanes in order to prevent the robot from falling. Severalmethods an be used to ompute the desired (also alled referene) trajetories, denotedgenerially as the multidimensional time funtion qd(t) in the following.2.4.1.1 Trajetories in the joint spaeReferene trajetories are ommonly de�ned in the joint spae. Roughly, they an beeither human-inspired or purely generated by a omputer using various methods.In the �rst ase, an intuitive idea onsists in using data issued from human motion analysis:either standard joint motion patterns found in the biomehanial literature or espeiallyaptured motions, under the form of time joint trajetories, ylograms, phase portraits...However, in both ases, the data generally don't �t exatly the atual kinematis of therobot. Furthermore, we generally want to be able to perform motions whih may di�erfrom the reorded ones (hange of veloity, of type of walk, of ground geometry, transientbehaviors...). It is also desired to avoid storing large databases integrating all requiredexperimental data. This is why many people, and in partiular from the omputer animationarea, have developed methods allowing to adapt aptured data to various types and sizesof humans and to modify the spei�ed motions [86℄. This often requires to adopt ompatparameterized representations of data: wavelet, polynomial or Fourier approximations arethe most widely used.A seond way of generating trajetories, valid in the ase of yli motions, is to mimi thehuman rhythmi funtion, trying to replae the funtion of a Central Pattern Generator(see setion 3). The idea is to design self-osillating systems (i.e. without inputs, althoughthe shape of the output be tunable through some parameters) from whih an be derivedsynhronized periodi motions of the joints. This approah is generally used for generatinggaits for multi-legged robots (quadrupeds, hexapods) or snake-like systems, but some worksalso address biped robots. The most known nonlinear osillator is the Van der Pol equation:
ÿ + a(1 − by2)ẏ + c2y = 0 (7)from whih many variations an be derived. Similar results an be obtained from a morebiologially inspired point of view: the design of neural osillators [142℄. In that ase, sets ofarti�ial neural networks with possible open-loop sinusoidal exitation [213℄ are onnetedto generate plausible walking patterns. In some ases it is even possible to reate a kind offeedbak in order to ope with environmental variations or to improve stability [72℄.Besides the previous approahes, whih more or less diretly rely on an observation of theway human solves his walking problem, a fruitful idea onsists in onsidering a biped robotas a dynamial mehanial system to whih tehniques of numerial optimization or of op-timal ontrol an be applied. This an be linked to the fat that in nominal steady state
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14 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaiantewalking, humans minimize the rate of metaboli energy onsumption by distane unit. Froma stritly mehanial point of view, the underlying idea is to exploit in the most e�ientway the yli onversion between kineti and potential energies whih is involved in walk-ing. Ballisti motions and impats play an important role in this framework. Obviously,searhing for synthesis of optimal motion requires the knowledge of an aurate model ofthe system, mainly in its dynamial aspets.From a general point of view an optimization problem �rstly relies on a ost funtion to beminimized. In robotis, generally [183, 45℄, ost funtions are built from the basi form
J =

∫ T

0

L(τ, q, q̇)dt (8)with:
L = (1 − α) + ατT Wτ (9)where τ is the set of atuation torques, W a weighting matrix and T the temporal horizonalong whih the optimization is performed. The onstant parameter α ∈ [0, 1] expresses therelative weight whih is given to the minimization of the time (α = 0, T unknown) vs theminimization of torques (α = 1). In that last ase, whih will be the only onsidered one inthe following, T is �xed. It orresponds to the duration of either a step, a stride, a double ora single support phase aording to the onsidered ases. It should be emphasized that theinteresting issue is, like for humans, to �nally minimize the energy onsumption with respetto the elapsed distane, in order to improve the autonomy of the robot. Sine this is noteasily tratable from a dynamial point of view, where time is involved, a rather frequentapproah is to �x both T and the step length.Remark: knowing that the derivative of the overall mehanial energy of a fritionlesssystem is equal to the power of external fores and torques, it is also possible to try tominimize the integral of [80℄:

L = τT Wq̇2 (10)Finally, let us notie that it is sometimes interesting to inlude in the ost funtion a so-alled �nal ost, under the form J ′ = J + f(q(T ), q̇(T )). This may for example leave some�exibility in ontinuity onditions on the state variables during hange of phases [80℄, whihis less onstraining than the following issues.The minimization problem has now to be ompleted with initial/�nal onditions and on-straints. Initial and �nal onditions onern the state and an be more or less ompletely�xed. Usually, onditions on positions should ensure the periodiity and the symmetry ofthe walk; veloities an be left free or a ombination of some of them �xed if for example itis desired to have a smooth foot landing.Contrary to the �nal ost or to previously evoked onditions, onstraints are de�ned alongthe whole optimization horizon. They may onern state variables as well as ontrol inputs.They are of two types:� equality onstraints. The �rst of them is of ourse the dynamis itself (eq.(1)), in-luding or not impat equations eq.(3) aording to the addressed problem. ClosureINRIA



A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 15equations of type eq.(2) may also be involved, for example in double support phaseor when limbing a known stair. Position-based equality onstraints are also a wayof imposing a kind of synhronization between the motions of the links, by speifyingthe invariane of some ombinations of joint variables. Coordinate hange at landingtime have also to be inluded in the problem statement.� inequality onstraints. They are generally used to haraterize feasible motions. Froma pratial point of view, intrinsi limitations have to be onsidered in all ases, likejoint limits as well as atuator bounds. Pratial issues, like foot learane during theswing phase or avoidane of an obstale of known shape, an be expressed under theform of inequality onstraints on joint positions. Another set of inequality onstraintsan be derived from onditions on normal and tangential ontat fores (see setion2.2.1): no sliding, no ground penetration or no unauthorized take-o�.One all the elements of the optimization problem have been de�ned, it remains to seleta method of resolution. Let us reall that the goal is to �nd both a set of parameters p∗(some initial/�nal onditions, transition time between double support and swing phases...)and an open-loop ontrol τ∗(t) t ∈ [0, T ], whih result in an optimal time joint trajetory tobe traked later. Two main approahes an be onsidered for solving this problem. The �rstone is to diretly apply numerial optimization algorithms to the spei�ed problem, with asdrawbak the absene of guaranty of true optimality of the solution. This method will beused in setion 2.4.2. In order to transform the problem into the optimization of a �nite(even large) set of parameters, a disretization method is required. This an be a lassi-al time-disretization using an Euler sheme with the assumption of a pieewise onstantontrol. Another possibility is, like in the ase of reorded human motions, to parameterizethe involved variables through the development in series of funtions, the approximation bypolynomials... in temporal or frequential spaes. The numerial resolution an be �nallyperformed using the e�ient algorithms of Sequential Quadrati Programming implementedin easily available routines.A seond approah onsists in going further in the mathematial development of the prob-lem. Again two traks are possible.� one possibility is to use the lassial variational alulous. In a �rst step, equalityonstraints, gathered into the expression h(q, q̇, τ) = 0, are inluded into L throughthe onstitution of a Lagrangian:
L′ = L + λT

1 h (11)where λ1 is the array of assoiated Lagrange multipliers. Note that the previouslyevoked introdution of a �nal ost in J is another way of inluding some equalityonstraints. This an be extended to, for example, some initial onditions, by addingto J the adequate term through a penalty oe�ient. In that ase it is admittedthat all these onstraints annot be driven exatly to zero sine they take part to theRR n° 5450



16 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaianteminimization. One this step is ompleted, the variation of the extended ost funtion,denoted as J ′, an be omputed. This leads to a set of oupled di�erential equationsin the state (q, q̇) and the Lagrange multipliers λ1. To these equations are attahedinitial and �nal onditions respetively. It is therefore a two-point boundary problemwhih requires an iterative solving with suessive forward and bakward numerialintegration. Besides, the gradients of J ′ with respet to optimization parameters pand ontrol variable τ an be omputed and used jointly with the di�erential equationsolving in some desent method, like onjugate gradients.� another approah is based on the popular Pontryagins'maximum priniple, developedin the framework of optimal ontrol. Its priniple is the following: writing the dynamisunder the lassial state form ẋ = g(x, τ), x standing for (q, q̇), we an de�ne a so-alledHamiltonian:
H = −L(t, x, τ) + zT g(x, τ) (12)where z, alled adjoint state, plays the role of Lagrange multipliers. The neessaryoptimality onditions are then:

∀t ∈ [0, T ]



























ż∗(t) = −∂H
∂x

T
(t, ∗)

ẋ∗(t) = ∂H
∂z

T
(t, ∗)

∂H
∂τ

(t, ∗) = 0

(13)
∗ meaning that all variables are to be taken at the optimal solution.The last equation means that the optimal ontrol τ∗(t) orresponds to a maximum ofthe Hamiltonian. As previously, these equations ome with initial and �nal onditionswhih require, for example, the use of shooting methods for solving.To onlude on this lass of methods for trajetory generation, let us mention that they ouldalso be used to optimize the robot struture itself by inluding in the parameters to �nd,trough the minimization proess, some physial issues: link mass distribution, lengths,...A last thing is that obtained trajetories should not be onsidered in pratie as the trueoptimal ones, as used models are always unperfet, and the later introdution of a ontrolsheme may result in a nonoptimal behavior: for example it an be more expensive to useenergy to aurately trak an �optimal� trajetory than to leave some freedom to the system.2.4.1.2 Trajetories in other spaesWhen there is no partiular reason to speify trajetories in the joint spae, it is ofteninteresting to use another type of spae, an element of whih is denoted as e(q, t), whihan be seen as an output spae in the sense of automati ontrol, the dynamis havingthen the meaning of state equations. For example, it is easier to speify what should be thetrajetory of some points on the foot (heel, toes) whih allow to avoid an obstale on theground than expressing the same objetive in the joint spae. More generally, speifyingINRIA



A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 17expliitly what is the desired trajetory of the Center of Pressure is a way of expressingsome pratial stability requirements.Many types of equality or inequality onstraints evoked previously an be intuitively ex-pressed in that way. For example, when setting veloities and aelerations equal to zero,hoosing as a onstraint the position of the CoM in suh a way that stati stability is en-sured, and �xing the position in the 3D spae of some links, allow through the numerialoptimization proedure previously evoked to �nd statially stable postures [32, 133, 19℄.A last point whih deserves to be emphasized is the fat that exteroeptive sensors whihmeasure loal interation with the environment (proximity, distane, ontat fore) an bediretly used in a dediated output spae without further signal transformation.From a ontrol point of view, it is worth noting that the spei�ation of a traking objetivein an output spae allows to use the dediated task-funtion approah [37℄ for driving e(q, t)to zero. A drawbak of all that is the fat that, like for manipulators, singularities mayappear, even if expliit inverse kinematis is not required. Another point is that input andoutput dimensions may di�er, whih requires to exploit the indued redundany, like evokedat the end of setion 2.3.1.2.4.1.3 On-line adaptationOne a trajetory qd(t) to follow has been de�ned, whatever the used method and thehosen workspae, it is neessary to design a ontrol sheme allowing to trak the trajetoryas aurately as possible. Basially, a proportional-derivative loop on the traking erroris the ore of the ontrol sheme [19℄. However, sine the use of high gains is not alwaysdesirable due both to the presene of noise and to the need of disretization, good trakingperformanes require the integration of additional issues in the ontrol. When the dynamisof the system is well known, it is often interesting to use it, in a so-alled omputed torqueapproah, in whih the applied ontrol torque is of the form (here in the joint spae):
Γ = M̂(q) ∗ (kp(q − qd) + kv(q̇ − q̇d)) + N̂(q, q̇)q̇ + Ĝ(q) + q̈d + ... (14)where the hats mean that more or less aurate models are used (feedforward ontrol).At least the ompensation of gravity term G(q) should be onsidered. One of the mostimportant soure of errors is the e�et of frition. As soon as an e�etive model of frition,in joints, gears and atuators is available, it should be used, of ourse with are. Manyvariations around this sheme exist, for example the linearization of the dynamis, or theuse of an inverted pendulum model. Nevertheless, although this kind of ontrol an opewith some internal disturbanes, it is neither su�ient to ensure in real time the stabilityof walking in a robust enough way nor to ope with environmental unertainties. The basirequirement is now to �nd a way of ontrolling the ground ontat fores in order to be surethat the support foot (or feet) remain motionless when it is spei�ed and/or needed by thereferene trajetory. This means that the ontrol has to ensure that the inequality onditions(no sliding, no take-o�) whih involve the Lagrange multipliers as stated in setion 2.2.1 areveri�ed at eah time despite disturbanes. Of ourse this apaity of reation will be limitedby the bounds whih exist on the atuators.RR n° 5450



18 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. AssaianteA popular way of addressing this question is to split the ontrol into two parts [132, 124℄:a �rst one, whih is devoted to the traking of the presribed trajetory, involving a largesubset of the joints; a seond one whih is dediated to the ontrol of the ground foresthrough seleted joints: trunk, or more often, ankles. It an be shown that ontrollingankle torques is a way of approximately ontrol ground reation fores through an adequateompliant model. The design of the ontrol an be done using the previously evoked invertedpendulum approximation. The implementation an use more or less diretly fore/torquemeasured by sensors in the ankle or the sole. Another way of ontrolling the balane is touse a diret feedbak of the total angular momentum in the ontrol of ankle torques [116℄.Although these approahes have demonstrated some e�ieny, they su�er from a lak ofgeneriity. An interesting attempt to derive a systemati way of online adapting (see setion3) the behavior of the system onsists in adding degrees of freedom to the de�nition ofthe trajetories to trak by parameterizing them [209, 211℄. The priniple of the methodis the following: let us onsider that, in fat, the referene trajetory depends from a setof time-varying twie di�erentiable parameters p: qd = qd(p(t)). In p may appear variousharaterizations of the trajetories: step length, maximal height of the heel trajetory, et...even inluding a possibility of time saling in order to speed up or down the motion. Theseparameters are set to a nominal value p∗ orresponding to the desired motion. However,sine they are supposed to evolve when needed, it is neessary to set their dynamis ofreturn to p∗, through a linear seond order behavior p̈d = f(p, ṗ, p∗). Now, it an be shownthat is it possible to gather the dynamis inluding a PD ontrol sheme like in eq.(14), theunilaterality of ontats, the requirements of non-sliding and no take-o�, and the bounds onatuators, all desribed in setion 2.2.1 and summarized in equation (6), in a single vetorinequality of the form:
L(q, q̇, p, ṗ, p̈) ≤ 0 (15)The problem is now to be solved by �nding at eah time through an adequate optimizationmethod the parameter aeleration p̈ whih minimizes ||p̈d − p̈||2 while ensuring that (15) issatis�ed. This approah is, for example, able to ompensate for disturbanes like externalfores applied to the body, sine they re�et at the internal state level, and are thereforeaounted through the respet of the inequality (15). It has been shown [211℄ that it ispossible to inrease by a fator ten the range of aeptable disturbanes with this method,ompared to non-adaptive ones. Furthermore, the use of exteroeptive information likedistane, proximity, vision is allowed sine they may generate diretly a modi�ation of theparameters, for example to limb a stair or to avoid a hole, even though the detetion isperformed online.2.4.2 On-line synthesis of the motion2.4.2.1 Inspiration from passive walkingHistorially, a �rst attempt to takle the problem of biped loomotion synthesis was toexploit the onept of passive walking [144, 89℄, following earlier studies on hopping systems[177℄. Let us onsider the simplest possible walking system, a ompass with pin-point feet
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A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 19

Figure 3: A simple ompass model(�g.3). One onstrained to stay within a vertial plane, this single-joint system has a 4-dimension on�guration spae. Let us now plae it on a plane slope in suh a way that itmoves by itself, without any further atuation, like some toys, and make some assumptions:� the gait onsists of two stages: a swing phase during whih the robot hip pivotsaround the support point, supposed to stay motionless; a transition phase, whihours instantaneously, when the swing leg touhes the ground and simultaneously theprevious support leg leaves the ground;� the impat is assumed to be slipless unelasti. This implies that at the transition theon�guration remains unhanged, while angular momentum onservation leads to adisontinuous hange in veloities.Consequently, the robot behavior an be fully desribed by a 2D state (position and veloityof the hip joint), the dynamis of whih is of the form (1) with a seond member equalto zero for the �ight phase, and with an impat model as desribed in setion 2.2.2. Dueto its low dimension, an adequate study tool of this system is the phase portrait, i.e. theevolution of orbital trajetories (q, q̇). The stability of these orbits an be studied throughthe Poinaré map. It an thus be shown that, for some sets of slopes, mass distributionsand initial onditions, the system reahes freely an asymptotially stable orbit, whih resultsfrom an optimal balane of the energies involved in the system: transformation between po-tential and kineti ones, loss at impat. The overall mehanial energy, whih is onstant, isa harateristi of the obtained walk, whih orresponds to a kind of �energetially optimalomfort gait� for the system. This trajetory is in fat found by the robot itself thanksto the laws of mehanis. It an be shown that inreasing the slope leads to phenomenaof period doubling (bifuration), followed by a haoti behavior and then by a fall if thedesent is too steep.This idea has been later largely exploited, �rst by adding more joints (knees, trunk, feet),springs, masses, still in a purely passive framework [48℄. But the idea to extend the approahto atively ontrolled systems appeared also as an interesting trak [12, 154℄. The prinipleis to design a ontrol whih mimis the behavior of a passive system, i.e. the onvergenetowards an optimal stable orbit, even in the ase of non desending planes. Another advan-RR n° 5450



20 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaiantetage of a well-designed ontrol lies in the possibility to extent the basin of attration of thestable orbit. Nevertheless, despite their interest, all these approahes are di�ult to applyto 3D real systems with several degrees of freedom, omplex ground ontat models, et...It should however be notied that the idea of studying the behavior of the system throughits orbital stability has also been suessfully used in the design of the ontrol of the robotRabbit [170, 46, 207℄. This planar 7 DoF robot presents an underatuation of degree 1,therefore a zero dynamis, the stability of whih an be assessed using a Poinaré map.2.4.2.2 On-line optimizationThe ultimate way to adapt in real-time the motion of the robot is to even avoid usingany type of pre-omputed trajetories. Among the andidate approahes to this kind of on-line motion synthesis, the so-alled Model Preditive Control (MPC) tehniques lookwell-suited. The ommon underlying idea is the following. Let us �rstly assume that wehave got a dynamial model of the system good enough for synthesizing a ontrol sheme.Then, the priniple of the method onsists in performing at eah sampling time the followingoperations:1. measurement of the atual state;2. omputation of the ontrol whih optimizes a given state-dependent ost-funtion ona �nite horizon, starting from the urrent time;3. appliation of the �rst omputed ontrol inputs only;4. return to step 1.Historially, this approah has been applied to large systems, like hemial plants, the dy-namis of whih were slow enough to be ompatible with the required optimization time.The exponential growth of available omputer power at onstant ost made it possible toprogressively extend the domain of appliation of these methods to more rapid proesses.The bottlenek remains nevertheless the availability of theoretial results of stability, whihis now limited to linear systems or partiular lasses of nonlinear ones. The NonlinearModel Preditive Control (NMPC), assoiated with this last ase, has some abilityto handle onstraints, whih makes it well suited to the problem of walking pattern syn-thesis and ontrol of a biped robot subjet to unilateral onstraints or disturbanes due toan unstrutured environment. A omplete overview about theoretial and pratial resultsonerning the MPC or the NMPC an be found in [7℄. However it an be seen from thesepapers that the straightforward appliation of the algorithms is very limited when dealingwith highly dynamial systems suh robots. In fat, most of the assumptions required toguarantee stability are not tratable. Furthermore, this tehnique has been developed in areferene trajetory framework. Some modi�ations of the approah are therefore requiredfor the appliation to on-line walking synthesis. Following the idea of the parameter adapta-tion method presented earlier �.2.4.1.3 whih solves at eah time an optimization problem,the Trajetory-Free Nonlinear Model Preditive Control (TF-NMPC) [20℄), is
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A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 21based on a onstrained optimization problem with a moving horizon. Moreover, a set ofonstraints g is imposed in order to ensure feasibility of walking. De�ning these onstraintsis the only way whih is used to express impliitly the desired motion of the robot. A quali-tative example of suh possible spei�ations, in the ase of steady-state normal walking inthe sagittal plane is, for the swing phase:� physial limits: the ontrol torques belong to a given set; the range of joint values isbounded� stability: normal ontat fores are stritly greater than given positive values; the ab-solute values of tangential fores are less than given thresholds linked to frition para-meters� forward progression: the horizontal veloity of the ankle of the swing leg belongs to agiven interval; the horizontal position of the pelvis stays inside the position of the toesof the support foot and the horizontal one of the heel of the swinging foot� posture: the angle expressing the trunk bending is positive and bounded; the anglebetween the sole of the swing foot and the ground is �xed; the height of the pelvis islow-bounded;� foot learane: the vertial position of the ankle is onstrained to stay inside a givenarea (for example spei�ed by two polynomial funtions of its horizontal position).These funtions are a way of avoiding obstales or limbing stairs.Thus, the TF-NMPC onsists in optimizing, from the inputs (ontrol, state, ontatfores...), the antiipated future behavior of the system, subjeted to onstraints, using aninternal model over a �nite sliding time horizon. The TF-NMPC is �nally termed as thefollowing open loop onstrained optimization problem that is solved at eah sampling time:
min

u
Nc

k

J(xk, uNc

k ) = Φ(xNc|k) +
∑Nc−1

i=0
L(xi|k, ui|k)subjet to: xl+1|k = f(xl|k, ul|k)

x0|k = xk

g(xl|k) ≤ 0
ul|k ∈ U, l ∈ [0, Nc − 1]
xl|k ∈ X, l ∈ [0, Nc]with: U := {uk ∈ IRm | umin ≤ uk ≤ umax}
X := {xk ∈ IRn | xmin ≤ xk ≤ xmax}

(16)
where:� si|k is a notation meaning that the variable s is predited at the urrent time k. Theindex i indiates the predition time ontroller starting from k,� uk and xk are respetively the input and the state of the system,� xi|k+1 = f(xi|k, ui|k) is the nonlinear dynamis model,RR n° 5450



22 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaiante� J is the objetive funtion to minimize omposed of a ost funtion L depending onstate x and input u,� Φ is a weighted fator depending on the terminal state over the horizon introdued toguarantee stability [7, 143℄,� U is a set of input onstraints,� X a set of state onstraints,� g(xl|k) ≤ 0 de�ne the set of inequalities haraterizing the physial walking motiononstraints.The solution of the optimization algorithm is a sequene of Nc ontrol inputs over thepredition horizon Np. Only the �rst input is applied to the system and the proedure startsagain. It should be noted that the feedbak e�et whih should be inluded in any real-timeontrol appears through the use of atual urrent values of the state in the optimization.Furthermore, the adaptation of the motion in order to reat to unexpeted events an beperformed by modifying on line the set of equality and inequality onstraints (�g.4).
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Figure 4: NMPC priniples3 How does human walk: a funtional desriptionRegulation of human walking should be an exellent example for robotis sine human ouldbe onsidered as the �ultimate robot". It is espeially important to learn about some of thefeatures whih make human displaements suh e�ient, automated yet highly adaptable[70℄.We will not desribe here walking struture sine many works exist on the topi, thereader is referred to: [6, 40, 82, 182, 200, 208, 215, 221℄. We will fous our attention onthe arhiteture of the ontroller and the mehanisms involved in the ahievement of bipeddisplaements. INRIA



A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 23On the past deades, experimental studies on human loomotion were mainly fousedon the e�etors, i.e. the limbs less on the multi-joint and segmental strategies. Centralontroller, i.e. the brain, has lassially been investigated in animal studies (for review,see [67℄) and in humans with linial studies. Thus, only indiret observations in humanpathologies were available as regards the entral strutures responsible for human loomo-tion. Reently, the brain was investigated during loomotion in healthy subjets with TMS(Transortial Magneti Stimulation) [38, 39, 168℄. Moreover, ankle dorsi�exion as an fMRI(Funtional Magneti Resonane Imaging) paradigms to assay motor ontrol for walkingas been proposed [61℄. Walking is not feasible during fMRI but has been performed dur-ing near-infrared spetrosopy (NIRS) [153, 152℄, �uorodeoxygluose PET [60℄, and singlephoton emission omputerized tomography [81℄. This hierarhy in the interest taken in thevarious omponents of bipedal loomotion that we will analyze below results in orrespond-ing di�ulties for experimental approahes. Indeed, if analyzing ativity of the e�etors,the kinematis and the dynamis of movements have been failitated thanks to various newand e�ient tools suh as eletromyography, fore-plates and opti-eletroni analyzers withlow onstraints for the subjets. The moving brain is still not ompatible with imagingmeasurements. Only indiret observations in human pathologies are available up to now asregards the entral strutures responsible for human loomotion.Our attempt in this paper is to raise the main features available in the literature andresulting from our own works onerning human behavior and to express them from a fun-tional point of view as basi priniples whih should bene�t to future anthropoid robotontroller design. We use on purpose voabulary from automati ontrol and robotis todesribe them.3.1 Priniples of the postural ontrol3.1.1 Postural orientation and postural stabilizationPosture is usually de�ned as the relative position of the various parts of the body withrespet to one another and to the environment. But posture is above all an ative on-trol as it is neessarily obtained by a musular ativity to �ght against gravity. We willde�ne the posture through two omponents: orientation and stabilization. The posturalorientation (or on�guration) of the body parts orresponds to the organization of thebody segments with respet one to another but also with respet to an external referential(§.3.1.3). Redundany plays an important role as there exists several on�gurations to reaha same objetive. The postural stabilization (or balane) of the on�guration onsists inmaintaining atively by musle ontrations and elements of movement the hosen posturalon�guration against external or internal disturbanes or the inauray of biologial sig-nals and ommands. Redundant and omplementary sensory information inform the systemabout errors and drifts of the atual posture in omparison with the desired one. In subadiving or in mirogravity, without any voluntary movement, only orientation omponent ispresent and there is no external fore to disturb the posture.Atually, the postural ontrol system is involved in the ontrol of these two behavioral goals,
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24 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaianteboth neessary to provide a stable body platform for the e�ient exeution of movements[104, 158, 9℄. Orientation and stabilization are probably ontrolled independently [9℄ bydistint mehanisms as regards the implied neural networks [166℄ and the frequeny domainof used sensory error signals [9, 8℄.3.1.2 Postural and loomotor equilibriumA major problem for human standing posture is a high enter of mass (CoM) maintainedover a relatively small base of support. The body has therefore a high potential energyleading to priority of equilibrium ontrol during all motor tasks.Balane is not an isolated funtion and it annot be separated from the ation of whihit is an integral omponent, or from the environment in whih it is performed [107℄. It re-quires ontrol of both gravitational and aeleration fores, in order to maintain respetivelyposture and equilibrium. Aeleration fores may be generated within the body voluntarymovement or from an outside disturbane, suh as a push.Balane ontrol onsists in maintaining the body enter of mass (CoM) within manageablelimits of the base of support, as in standing, or in de�ning a new base of support, as inwalking or running.Postural equilibrium (i.e. balane, i.e. stability) is a state in whih all the fores ating onthe body are ontrolled, so that the body rests in an intended position or is able to progressthrough an intended movement without losing balane. In quiet standing, postural balane,lassially alled stati equilibrium, orresponds therefore to the de�nition of mehanialequilibrium: the system is in a state where the sum of the fores and torques applied to itis equal to zero. Balane in walking does not ope with this de�nition, sine the enter ofmass is lying outside the base of support for 80% of the gait yle. It is abusively alleddynami equilibrium, and there is no strit de�nition to express the fat that the bodymoves without falling.Equilibrium ontrol relates to maintaining intersegmental stability of the body and its partsdespite the fores ating on it. Fores indued by linear and/or angular aelerations a�etthe relationship between body parts. For example, the angular aeleration ating at theshoulder when raising an arm reates reative moments on the trunk whih must be oun-tered by opposing postural moments before and during the movement [73℄.Similarly, horizontal aeleration fores our at the hip during walking. Beause they atat some distane from the enter of mass, they ause unbalaning moments that would, ifunopposed, ause �exion of trunk at initial ontat and extension during push-o� [216℄. Inorder to prevent this, the balane system produes almost equal and opposite hip moments,reduing antero-posterior movement of the trunk.The ativity undertaken determines the magnitude, diretion and ombination of the foresof gravity and aeleration, hanging its biomehanial parameters throughout the task.Environmental ontext of a task an also alter its biomehanial parameters: walking sur-faes indue aommodation of walking kinematis and kinetis and modi�ation of balanestrategies. Obstale avoidane strategies are also an environmental e�et on motor andbalane [107℄. INRIA



A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 253.1.3 Spatial referene frames and segmental stabilization strategiesTo aurately maintain postural as well as loomotor equilibrium, the postural system relieson stable referene frames. These frames may be either external (exoentri) like thegravity vertial or the horizontal ground, or internal (egoentri) if they onern the body.In the latter ase, they may be either global (i.e. onern the whole body) or related to asingle body segment. Indeed, eah body segment (either moving or stationary) an onsti-tute a spatial referene frame for another segment and/or the whole body. The head, forinstane, may be referred to the trunk through the nek signals, whih ode both veloityand position of the relative head-to-trunk rotation [11, 148℄, but the head may also be re-ferred to the vertial gravity fore via vestibular signals. As an example of egoentri frameof referene, the orientation of a given body segment suh as the head, trunk and forearmserves as referene frame for alulating the position of objets in the surrounding spae andfor planning the appropriate hand trajetory for reahing and grasping [191, 141℄.An important aim of the human postural ontrol is therefore to insure the stabilization withrespet to spae of a given body segment, whih will be used as a spatial referene framefor movement programming or postural stability, namely to adopt the appropriate strategyof segmental stabilization [15, 112, 10℄.Standing and walking ativities are organized on the basis of two types of stable referenes:the support on whih the subjet is standing and the gravity vertial. In the ase of asteady ontat, the surfae on whih the subjet is standing onstitutes an exoentri frameof referene used for postural ontrol, the feet are anhored and referred to the stable earthsurfae by gravity via pressure reeptors in the plantar sole [88℄. The subjet relies mainlyon the proprioeptive and utaneous information onveyed by the e�etors and temporallyorganizes his balane ontrol upwards from the feet to the head in a asending organiza-tion.In the ase of intermittent ontat, it is neessary to stabilize, on the basis of the gravityvertial, at least one anatomial segment whih then onstitutes the referene value. Thereis a need to transfer the referene frame from the support to an angularly stabilized bodysegment, suh as the head or the pelvis [15℄. The spatial orientation of the head may thushave to be maintained in order to serve as an egoentri referene value for ontrolling theloomotor equilibrium or the movement trajetory [26, 24℄. The hoie of the stabilizedsegment presumably depends on the dynami onstraints, whih de�ne the di�ulty of thepostural or loomotor task. It may be either the hip, at about the level of the enter ofmass, or the head whih arries the vestibular system. The stabilized segment onstitutes theorigin of the temporal organization of balane ontrol. The subjet relies on the vertial pullof gravity in order to stabilize either the pelvis or the head, on the basis of loal informationabout gravity. The subjet then stabilizes his head in spae mainly on the basis of vestibularinformation and temporally organizes his balane ontrol working downwards from the headto the feet in a desending organization [15℄.The use of spatial frames of referene implies the ability, for the entral nervous system,to build up and utilize internal representations of the body in spae, that we will onsiderbelow (§.3.3.3).
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26 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaiante3.1.4 The trunk, leader segment of human loomotionHuman loomotion is mainly organized towards the ontrol of the trunk, due to its mass, andwe an say that human walks primarily with his/her trunk, the limbs following it (or not,in whih ase the walker falls). Indeed, falls an be the result of an inability of the e�etorsto rapidly respond to more or less unontrolled movements of the trunk mass. Similarly, wean say that braking and stopping loomotion are behaviors that are less indued by thelimbs than by the trunk itself. Due to its mass (over 40% of the total body mass), the trunkhas a privileged role in equilibrium maintenane, and thus appears to be the main segmentboth for eliiting and stopping loomotion.These partiular skills have to be learned during human ontogenesis, beause of the growthof the musulo-skeletal system that has to be integrated in the body sheme and beause ofthe progressive maturation of the entral nervous system.In fat, human trunk is not a single solid segment, but rather a superposition of several ones,at least two in the lateral plane, the third lumbar vertebra (L3) being the main pivot ofthe lateral spinal movements [165℄. During bipedal loomotion, the di�ulty of maintainingequilibrium is aentuated by the fat that the weight of the whole body has to be supportedby one leg at a time during the swing phase of gait, during whih vertial projetion ofthe CoM remains out of the supporting surfae. This ould indue destabilization of thetrunk towards the swing leg, whih is in fat partly avoided thanks to appropriate posturaladjustments, the residual destabilization being then overame by the ontat of the swingleg with the �oor. The main feature of lateral movements of the spine while walking is thena lear stabilization in spae of the upper trunk (above L3), assoiated with a desendingtemporal organization of the lateral trunk movements, suggesting an antiipation of theimbalane due to the intermittent foot ontat with the ground (feedforward proess) [195,156℄.Before the building up of suh antiipatory movements during ontogenesis, hildren ratherdisplay a hip-entered organization of lateral balane ontrol during loomotion, suggestingonly an antiipatory ativity only at the pelvis level with respet to the feet movementsassoiated with a reative ativity (feedbak proess) of the upper part of the body withrespet to the pelvis [16, 15, 17℄. This reative behavior of the trunk in walking hildrendoes not yet insure eonomy of energy expenditure that will be observed later-on in adults.The onstant feature aross life span is in fat the pelvis stabilization in spae while walking,whih appears from the �rst week of autonomous walking. This early pelvis stabilizationin spae is presumably aimed at minimizing the lateral movements of the enter of mass(CoM) and avoiding fall of the hip towards the swing leg [214, 135℄. The stabilization of thehip seems to be a prerequisite for autonomous walking in toddlers.As regards horizontal movements (about a vertial axis) of the spine in walking adults, theyalso show a temporal desending organization from the shoulder downwards, due to theosillating arms, whereas horizontal movements of the pelvis are initiated by the steppingmovements at the feet level [51℄.
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A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 273.1.5 The limbs, e�etors of loomotionThe question of whether or not ontrol of human gait is based on a quadruped loomotionsystem has been reently addressed [56℄. Reent researh indiates that interlimb oordi-nation during human loomotion is organized in a similar way to that in the at [58℄. Theauthors have suggested that, in humans, the proximal arm musle responses were assoiatedwith the swinging of the legs during gait, as a residual funtion of quadruped loomotion.Some other omparisons may also be made. In quadrupeds, when one leg beomes un-supported, a diagonal stane takes plae, whereby the body support is provided by twodiagonally opposite limbs, without displaement of the CoM [109, 83℄. Although there areobviously notable di�erenes between walking with two or four legs, omparable quadrupedorganization and diagonal pattern an be observed in human loomotion.Nevertheless, an important di�erene between both types of displaements is that whileinitiating loomotion, human subjets have to �rstly transfer their weight over the sup-porting leg before lifting the osillating one. It should be noted that mehanial sensors inthe extensor musles of the legs provide the entral nervous system with information liableto ontribute to this motor programming. Extensor load reeptors are thought to signalhanges of the projetion of body enter of mass with respet to the feet [55℄. A seonddi�erene is that while walking, the vertial projetion of the CoM in bipeds remains mostof the time out of the supporting base. This is part of eonomy expenditure, sine walkingbiped an allow lateral fall (CoM projetion out of the supporting surfae) towards the os-illating leg during single support phase. However, during steady state loomotion, a kindof diagonal pattern may be observed in the gait yle, sine the forefoot of the supportinglegs produe forward and vertial impulse, after what the osillating leg �rstly ontats theground with the heel. This mature pattern has also to be aquired during ontogenesis, sinein the loomotor pattern during the newborn period (6- 12 months of age) the foot is plaedon its forepart straight under the body before being later a plantigrade pattern of loomotion[78℄. Moreover, it should be noted that, due to the mehanial properties of the heel pad,there is some energy loss during a yle of ompressive loading and unloading. In fat, thespringy heel pad may help to reposition the foot during the transfer of load from the heelto the forefoot [121℄.Eah foot is an artiulated segment, omposed at least of two parts, the anterior one inlud-ing toes and the heel [85℄, providing with a mehanism for hanging the gear ratio of theankle extensor musles during a running step for instane [41℄.Although they no more diretly ontribute to propulsion, as it is the ase in quadrupeds,the arms (upper limbs in quadrupeds) may help both e�ieny and equilibrium ontrol inthe performed movement during various kinds of human displaement. For instane, theadded balane and ontrol provided by the arms throughout the jumping motion largelyimproves jumping distane in the standing long jump [13℄. During normal loomotion, thereis a lear oordination between arm and leg movements [63, 204℄. Aording to Wannier etal. [205℄, the harateristis of the oordination between arms and legs orrespond to those
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28 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaianteof a system of two oupled osillators as that underlying quadruped loomotion. Moreover,the loading of one arm, whih ours naturally while arrying some heavy objet, induesa general reorganization, involving all partiipating anatomial segments, presumably tomaintain balane while providing rhythm onstany [64℄.It is not lear whether or not arm movements assoiated to human loomotion ontributeto energy onsumption, sine arm immobilization does not inrease energy expenditure dur-ing level walking at omfortable walking speed [98℄. Aording to Jakson [113℄, ontrolledupper limb movement would be a neessary omponent of smooth non-jerky loomotion.Another study have suggested that, during normal-speed walking, arm-swing and vertialfree moments (fore ouples in the horizontal plane between the foot and the ground) tendto reinfore eah other in balaning trunk torques indued by the lower limbs, whereas bothare of redued importane in slow walking [131℄. In the ase of an unexpeted slip at groundlevel, the reative reovery response onsists of a large arm elevation strategy [139℄. Thisobservation demonstrates the utility of rapid arm movements, easier than those of the trunkdue to the lower inertia of the limbs as ompared to that of the trunk, in ompensating forloomotor imbalane. This arm response also re�ets the fewer onstraints imposed uponthe ations of the arms, ompared to the legs, during normal loomotion [138℄. Thus, thearms seem to have mainly a mehanial ontribution to movement exeution rather than anenergeti one.3.1.6 Role of the headAs already mentioned above, the head angularly stabilized and anhored on the gravitygravity onstitutes the referene frame whih human [94, 26, 16℄ and animal [179, 66, 196℄loomotion are referred to. This segment has therefore to resist to disturbanes induedby loomotor movements rather than to follow them. In response to a movement liable todisturb the postural or loomotor balane, the organism will thus preditably attempt tominimize the head angular movements indued by the trunk osillations, thanks to sensoryreeptors that speify head orientation relative to gravity (vestibular otoliths), head motion(otoliths and semiirular anals) and head position with respet to the environment (eyes).Similarly, when gaze stabilization towards a visual target is required, angular head move-ments in pith at in a ompensatory fashion to oppose the vertial trunk translation thatours during eah step in the gait yle [171℄. These strategies of head (or gaze) stabiliza-tion in spae (or on the visual target) during loomotor movements are thus mainly aimedat improving the proessing of the sensory feedbak from the head (visual and/or vestibular)required for balane to be maintained or reahing to be adjusted.3.2 Hierarhial ontrol arhitetureA remarkably omplex system exists in human abilities to initiate, oordinate, and inte-grate the ongoing ontrol of musular ontrations that result in ations. Proper ontrol ofmovement involves: 1) the aurate timing and oordination of ommands to multiplemusle groups, 2) an on-going monitoring of the urrent position of the body and theINRIA



A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 29distribution of its mass to allow for making neessary adjustments, and 3) the integrationof onstraints imposed by the unique physial harateristis of the body and musles(suh as inertia, resistane, and musle sti�ness). The motor system aomplishes thesedi�ult proesses by dividing the ontrol into smaller more manageable subtasks, with sep-arate strutures exeuting eah subtask. The smooth synthesis of these tasks by the entralnervous system frees us to fous attention on a large part of our movements or environment.The motor ontrol system is a hierarhial, deentralized ontroller that onsists of severalsubsystems over whih subtasks and ommands are distributed [117, 71℄. A modular orga-nization at funtional levels has also been suggested in human apabilities in manipulatingmany di�erent tools with dexterity [108, 100, 119℄. Constraints from task and environmenta�et motor performane by altering biomehanial features of the ativity and a�etingthe amount of information that must be proessed in order to ahieve both balane andmotor goal. Conerning the ontrol of standing in human, Pérennou et al. have suggesteda predominane of the right hemisphere for ontrolling body stabilization while the lefthemisphere ontrols motor skills [167℄ (§.3.1.1). This speialization of brain parts ouldoptimize the alloation of brain resoures. But this speulation still remains a matter ofdebate.3.2.1 Hierarhial organization of the entral nervous systemThe so-alled entral nervous system (CNS) onsists of the brain and spinal ord, itan be seen as a omplex hierarhial ontroller [198℄. One motor task is broken downinto several subtasks and ommands whih are distributed over di�erent subsystems [36℄.The motor ortex performs at the highest level in the hierarhy ontrol, it is onernedwith oneption of ations and strategies. The erebellum and brainstem operate at themiddle level, dealing with tatial planning to arry out the movements needed for a givenstrategy. Spinal ord is the lowest level, whih is onerned with the atual exeution ofmovement and the ongoing monitoring of sensory information oming from the musles andjoints (i.e. peripheral nervous system (PNS)). All the ommands from the higher levels areoordinated into properly timed ommands for the musles. Higher levels of the systemprojet downward to in�uene sequentially ativities of lower levels. Even though a diretanalogy between CNS and a omputer is attrative, human brain annot be ompared to aphysial mahine sine it has to primarily build loomotor behaviors among many other onesduring ontogenesis, while progressively ensuring in parallel its own maturation. Hierarhyplays a key role in human motor ontrol and learning [101℄. We an generate a variety ofstrutured motor sequenes suh as writing or speeh and learn to ombine elemental ationsin novel orders. This suggests that high-level representations may exist and that the lowerlevels are onerned with ompensating for di�erent dynamis.It has been proposed that the erebellum inorporates various kinds of internal models,whih emulate the external world by learning from experiene [218, 118, 77℄. They enableus to at quikly and appropriately by prediting the future. Most previous researh oninternal models foused on pure motor ontrol tasks, but some results on�rmed that in theerebellum, there exist many internal models for highly ognitive tasks. Between the levels,RR n° 5450



30 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. AssaianteRe�ex Automati VoluntaryPathways Spinal Brainstem / CortialsubortialAtivation External stimulus External stimulus External stimulusInternal ommands Self-generatorResponse Loal to stimulus appli Coordinated and Variable-ation and stereotyped stereotypedRole in balane Musle fore regulation Resisting Purposefuldisturbanes movementsLateny (leg level) Fixed 35-45ms Fixed 95-120ms Variable >150msTable 1: Properties of movement ontrol mehanisms [120℄there should be a vertial bidiretional onnetion, passing responsibilities upwards andpriors downwards. Many of the reent anatomial and physiologial �ndings are suggestiveof suh a struture within the ortio-erebellar loops.3.2.2 Movement ontrolConversely to lassial roboti tehniques, human walking oordinated movements arenot generated by slaving to an expliit representation of the preise trajetoriesof the movement of eah anatomial segment but by dynami interations among thenervous system, the musular-skeletal system and the environment [193℄. Di�erent types ofmovement exist and are assoiated to di�erent types of ommands. 1) Voluntary move-ments are integrated at a ortial level and an be initiated without any external stimulus.2) Automati movements are memorized strategies whih are eliited by internal om-mands or external stimuli. 3) Spinal re�ex are genetially programmed responses toexternal stimuli whih are modulated by superior enters. These di�erent type of move-ments are haraterized by latenies that an go from 150ms to 35ms (table 1).The importane of sensory input for guiding movement is evident when analyzing the e�etsof damages to the touh reeptors, musle spindle system, or Golgi tendon organ. As anexample, when proprioeptive information from the hand is absent, �ne motor movementsare seriously impaired and vision is essential to maintain proper positioning. As an otherexample, a totally dea�erented patient appears to be de�nitely unable to walk and needsvisual ues to initiating and ontrolling any voluntary movement [21, 30℄.Two lasses of ontrol systems that di�er in the way they use sensory input appear toontrol motor funtion.1. Feedbak ontrolFeedbak ontrol onsists of a losed loop between motor ommands and sensory in-formation. It is used to exeute skilled and aurately timed movements. It involvesongoing monitoring of the movement in progress by a �omparator� that mathes theINRIA



A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 31atual movement outome with the desired outome, and makes the neessary adjust-ments to any errors or deviations from the expeted program. This ontrol loop isslow, ontinuous, and stops when the desired position is ahieved.2. Feedforward ontrolLike in mahines, there exist delays in the human sensorimotor loops. If the proessingof sensory information is long with respet to the duration of movement, the positionof a given limb will hange dramatially by the time the feedbak signal starts toin�uene the ongoing motor ommand, thus rendering the implemented orretioninappropriate. Behavioral experiments have shown that the minimum delay neededfor a visual or proprioeptive signal to in�uene an ongoing movement is 80-100ms[114, 164℄ while that for the duration of a hand reahing movements is typially 300-700ms [53℄. This has led to the proposal that movements are primarily under pre-programmed ontrol and that sensory feedbak loops exert an in�uene only at theend of a trajetory. Behavioral data suggest that a motor plan is assembled prior tothe onset of movement and is updated ontinuously by internal feedbak loops.The onept of motor program might be viewed as a set of musle ommands thatare strutured before a movement sequene begins, and that allows the entire sequeneto be arried out unin�uened by peripheral feedbak. Feedforward ontrol [53℄ usessensory information prior to the exeution of movement, on the basis of an internalrepresentation built up by means of previous experiene. This type of ontrol is usedin the exeution of rapid movements and is applied brie�y and intermittently, whenthe planning of a new movement is required.At the spinal level, the feedbak an our through speialized re�ex pathways linkingmusle sensors and motoneurones. Loal re�exes at the limb level, supplied by sensory re-a�erents, are also subjeted to the in�uene of CNS whih an modify the gains of theseontrol loops [50, 68, 49, 174, 92, 35℄.As in other vertebrates, there seems to be good evidene that the loomotor pattern anbe generated at the spinal level [69, 59, 134, 57℄. Central pattern generators (CPG)are neural iruits whih an generate rhythmi ativity without rhythmi input. CPGs areloated in the spinal ord, and distributed in di�erent osillatory enters [93℄. Both theCPG and the re�exes are under the ontrol of the brainstem. Pattern generation is basiallyinnate. In humans, step like movements are present at birth; they are spontaneously initiatedor triggered by peripheral stimuli. A entral origin of these movements is implied, as aneletromyographi (EMG) burst preeding the atual mehanial events [78℄. Voluntaryommands have to interat with the spinal loomotor generator in order to hange, forexample, the diretion of gait. For most other rhythmi elementary motor behavior, suhas hopping or swimming, CPGs have also been assumed to exist [93℄.3.2.3 Postural ontrolPosture an be seen as a body position that an be maintained for a relatively long time. Itis haraterized by a de�nite set of joint angles [95℄. In the past, the maintenane of theseRR n° 5450



32 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaiante
Figure 5: Ankle, hip and step forward postural strategiesjoint angles has been explained by the ombined ation of re�ex mehanisms ontrolled atthe lowest levels of the CNS. But postural ontrol is too omplex and ontext-dependent torely only on re�exes. All the CNS levels are more likely to be involved in postural ontrol.A postural response or postural adjustment orresponds to musle ativations (orany elements of movement) whih maintain body alignments despite disturbanes, this isahieved via two main essentials: reative and proative mehanisms.3.2.3.1 Reative mehanismsReative responses our after an external unexpeted disturbanes (feedbak ontrol).They inlude voluntary movements, musle passive sti�ness properties as well as strethre�ex loops. Sensory inputs provide information about the nature of the balane distur-bane and are also used to trigger appropriate automati postural responses (�.3.2.2).These rapid responses are evoked as soon as there is a disturbane applied to a body seg-ment that tends to ause disequilibrium or hanges in postural orientation. Small and slowdisturbanes translating the CoM in the anteroposterior diretion are ompensated in mostpeople by swaying the CoM bak as a �exible inverted pendulum mainly about the ankles.This stereotyped pattern of musle ativation is known as ankle strategy (�g.5). Whenresponding to larger or faster displaements, an ation ours at the hip resulting in ativetrunk rotation, this response is known as hip strategy (�g.5). Subjets may respond witha third strategy, stepping, for very large and/or fast perturbations, or when the goal ofmaintaining a vertial trunk orientation predominates [146℄ (�g.5).3.2.3.2 Proative mehanismsProative mehanisms are eliited when preditable disturbanes our. 1) External pre-ditable disturbanes are often deteted by the visual system: informations about environ-ment onditions and hanges are onstantly reeived trough eyes and interpreted in thelight of experiene for its impat on stability [107℄. The indued adjustments to avoid per-eived obstales or modify step parameters and inrease alertness in potentially hazardoussituations suh as slippery surfaes. These adjustments prevent the need to reover fromthe stronger fores that would be imposed by a stumble, slip or trip. Preditive on-trol evaluates the external environment by onsidering the fores ating on the body; it
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A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 33maintains intersegmental stability within the body and between the body and the supportsurfae. It is dependent upon an aurate internal representation of the body and a learnedawareness of how any movement or musle ation will alter these relationships [159℄. 2)Internal disturbanes indued by voluntary movements are antiipated by the CNS, whihprodues hanges int he bakground ativity of postural musles: antiipated posturaladjustments (APA) whih are elaborated in a feedforward manner, ompensating at leastpartially for the upoming perturbation by shifting the CoM in the diretion opposite to theperturbation [31℄. The simple fat of reahing out to grasp an objet an destabilize balaneunless preise ompensatory ation is initiated before the arm is extended. Proative meh-anisms preede and aompany foal movements in order to o�set any destabilizing e�etsof the voluntary movement in a feedforward manner. Through learning an adaptation, thenervous system antiipates the mehanial e�ets of a voluntary movement and adjusts theamplitude and timing of the aompanying postural omponent in order to minimize thedisturbane to balane. These patterns of movement ativity ommene prior to voluntaryor foal movements: during a arm raising in a standing position, the leg musles involvedin postural ontrol are ativated some 50-100ms prior to the prime mover ativation [126℄.The type and magnitude of APA are determined by the diretion and speed of foal move-ment. The initial response is not based on sensory input but rather on what experiene hastaught will be the amount and diretion of destabilization produed by the foal movement.Reative adjustments also at to reinfore the antiipatory postural adjustments; they uti-lize somatosensory and kinestheti input to guide the extent and the type of their ations,ompensating for inadequaies in APA.The apaity of entral proessing region is not in�nite; therefore performane is reduedin seondary tasks. Balane ontrol although performed at an unonsious level is not anautomati proess. The level of attention required to maintain postural ontrol in a hal-lenging position inreases from sitting to walking. The amount of information proessingrequired depends on the omplexity of the environment and whether it hanges throughoutthe ativity. Most environments omprise both �xed and varying elements. Many ativi-ties depend on the environment for their performane. There are tasks in whih timing isdiretly linked to the environment: athing a ball, stepping onto an esalator. The tim-ing onstraint requires more omplex alulations and preditions and further inreases theentral proessing load. Like environment, omplex tasks require more information proess-ing than simple ones. Studies of quiet stane have suggested separate postural ontrolstrategies for anteroposterior and mediolateral equilibrium [84℄.Small and slow postural sway during quiet stane should also be part of the postural ontroland might be important to provide updated and appropriate sensory information helpful tostanding balane [84℄.
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34 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaiante3.3 Optimizing the postural tasks3.3.1 Reduing of the number of variables to ontrolPostural regulation, in partiular during human loomotion, is a omplex skill that raisesthe problem of the many degrees of freedom (DoF) to be ontrolled [23℄. The �rst attemptof the CNS is to redue the number of DoF to be ontrolled simultaneously, in partiularwhile walking [136℄. This is obtained by establishing lose relationships between thevarious angular movements involved. Thus, the entral nervous system presumablysolves the problem of high dimensionality by generating a few fundamental signals, whihontrol the major musle groups in both legs [162℄. The redution of the number of DoF tobe ontrolled simultaneously during movement may be ensured by di�erent means, inlud-ing stable individual sensory-motor typologies and the orresponding strategies of segmentalposture [110, 111, 112℄. Current studies are attempting to underline the ontrolled variablesorresponding to di�erent tasks [189℄. CoM is generally onsidered to be within theseontrolled variables [217℄. The omputational problem of motor planning arises from afundamental property of the motor system: the redution in the degrees of freedom thatours during the transition from neural ommands through musle ativation to movementdynamis.Sine exeution of voluntary movements is losely linked with the ontrol of posture, it hasbeen proposed that the desired movement (foal omponent) and the other one whih isrelated to the maintenane of posture (postural omponent) [22, 23, 126℄. The oordina-tion between these two omponents has been desribed through the onept of posturalsynergies [23, 5, 201℄ whih orrespond to ombinations of motor ommands to a numberof joints leading to a desired ommon goal suh as keeping the CoM projetion over thesupport base.3.3.2 Building up lassi�ed repertoriesReativity is also linked to the brain ability to build up a diretory of postural reations[105, 15℄. There is a ontinuum of strategies whereby the standing human an maintainbalane despite disturbanes. The ankle and hip strategies, presented before, onstituteddi�erent ways of reahing the same goal, i.e. maintaining the CoM projetion position withrespet to the feet. A strategy is implemented by a pattern of musle ativation (synergy)whih depends mainly on the body support at the time of the disturbane. There is probablya diretory of synergies providing stable musle pattern [157℄ and this set may be used bysensory inputs assoiated with voluntary movement. This organization would also reduethe number of degrees of freedom and simplify the problem of motor ontrol in the domainof postural adjustment in line [23℄. It has been suggested that the CNS does not planand ontrol strategies by determining eah simple variable suh as joint angulardisplaements or veloity, but by using a topologial, or map-like, internal representationof movement in whih a whole ontinuum of possible, equivalent strategies ould ahieve apartiular goal [1, 65℄.
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A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 353.3.3 Postural body shemeAn important feature in the ontrol of human movements is the existene of antiipatorypostural adjustments (APA). They result in the existene of an internal representation ofmovement exeution and surroundings. The brain is thus funtioning as an antiipating ma-hine able to built up an internal model of its most preditable environment and to use it fordriving ation and prediting the onsequenes of the desending motor ommand [163, 25℄.A spei� internal representation for posture, that neurosientists all the postural bodysheme, has been proposed by Clément et al. [47℄ and Lestienne and Gur�nkel [130℄, on thebasis of experiments arried out during spae �ights under mirogravity. This internal modelof postural orientation inludes the representation of body on�guration and dynamis, thepereption of the borders between the body and extra personal spae, the knowledge of sen-sory dynamis and expeted sensory inputs and the formation of task-dependent stationaryreferene systems [96℄. Taking into aount the biomehanial properties of the head, trunkand limbs, this internal representation allows in partiular building up a diretory of APA.The vast diretory of postural representations, and their relationship to environmental andbehavioral ontexts, an best be understood by supposing that the nervous system integratesall available sensory information into a ommon �orientation interpretation enter� based onan internal model of the body [127℄.The onept of the body sheme is not spei� to posture, but there is a spei� internalbody representation for posture [47, 130℄. The very stable body representation may be partlygenetially determined and partly aquired through learning. It inludes a representationof the vertiality based on the labyrinthine, proprioeptive and visual inputs and on thepereption of the longitudinal trunk axis [151℄.Internal models an be segregated into two ategories, namely forward models and in-verse models. A forward model predits the behavior of the motor system in responseto a ommand and allows the CNS to estimate the urrent and future state of the e�e-tors immediately and without peripheral information. The idea behind this onept is thatthe entral nervous system an progressively �learn� to estimate the behavior of the motorplan in response to a given ommand. By integrating information that is related to initialmovement onditions, suh as motor out�ow and sensory in�ow, the probable position andveloity of the e�etor an be determined and even predited (note: this indiret inversionis a tehnique also used in robotis). When a forward model is used to feed an internalfeedbak loop, ontrol performane is improved signi�antly inasmuh as large delays thatare assoiated with sensory feedbak loops an be avoided. When required to reah a target,a subjet �rst elaborates a motor plan, based on the initial movement onditions (i.e. therespetive loations of the hand and target). During the realization of the movement, aforward model of the dynamis of the arm is generated. In its simplest version, this modelreeives as input a opy of the motor out�ow. Based on this information, the end-point ofthe movement an be predited and ontinuously ompared to the target loation. Forwardmodels are interesting in the ontext of feedbak ontrol systems. For instane, a forwardmodel an produe an estimate of the movement end-point loation as output, whih an beompared to the target loation. In the ase of a disrepany, a orretive ommand an be
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36 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaiantegenerated. This forward model integrates the sensory in�ow and motor out�ow to evaluatethe onsequenes of the motor ommands sent to a limb. The probable position and veloityof an e�etor should then be estimated with negligible delays and even predited in advane,thus making feedbak strategies possible for fast reahing movements for instane. Inversemodels take into aount the inertial and visous properties of a limb to estimate the motorommand that will produe the desired displaement.3.3.4 Minimization of the energy onsumptionAn individual moves in suh a way he redues his total e�ort to a minimum, onsistentwith the onstraints [161, 185℄. Many studies have been devoted to metaboli energy ostduring loomotion in untrained healthy humans, athletes, as well as in patients with variousmotor diseases [206, 219℄. These previous studies show the partiular importane of ener-geti aspets of movement, that onern both improving motor performane and minimizingfatigue. Energy ost may be de�ned as the work done at eah step to lift the CoM of thebody, to aelerate it forward, and to inrease the mehanial energy (sum of both gravita-tional potential and kineti energies) [42℄. It an be estimated by measuring variations inrespiratory, heart rate, body temperature, pulmonary ventilation and oxygen onsumption[2℄. Generating horizontal propulsive fores onstitutes nearly half of the metaboli ost ofnormal walking [90℄. Minimizing this energy onsumption per unit distane is an importantgoal of loomotor development [42, 52℄. It appears that it an be saved in many di�erentways [3℄: by adjusting the maximum shortening speeds of musles for a given task, adjustingthe moments exerted by the musles at di�erent joints to keep the ground fore in line withthe leg so that musles do not work against eah other, keeping the leg joints as straight aspossible to minimize musle fore and work requirements... Tendon and other springs an beused to store elasti strain energy and to return it by elasti reoil [4, 122, 172, 180℄. An im-portant energy-saving mehanism in walking is the alternate transfer between gravitational-potential energy and kineti energy within eah stride (as takes plae in a pendulum) [43℄.The transformation of both energies during eah stride is estimated to omprise 50% to 70%of the energy demand in walking at moderate speeds [184℄. The ontrol of inter-segmentalkinematis phase may be used for limiting the overall energy expenditure with inreasingwalking speed [128℄. At eah speed is used the stride length that minimizes energy osts.Step width may also be optimized to minimize the mehanial work required for rediretingthe enter of mass veloity during the transition between single stane phases [62℄.It should be noted that there is no standardization in the e�ieny of the strategies adoptedby human walkers to minimize energy expenditure [27℄. This shows the importane of indi-vidual history, training or ageing [145, 137℄, whih may give rise to various levels of e�ienyand ability to save energy.Other aspets than normal walking at steady speed on level ground may also require adap-tation for energy saving, suh as determining the transition speed between walking andrunning, orresponding to the speed at whih walking beomes less eonomial than run-ning [147, 54, 34, 178℄, or suh as walking on a moving support [102℄ or on surfaes ofdi�erent sti�nesses [220, 129, 123℄ or slopes [149, 150℄ or arrying loads [44℄. INRIA



A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 373.3.5 Minimizing the onsequenes of signal-dependent noiseDespite the existene of noise and variability in the motor system the performed movementsare e�ient [97℄. Joint torques during voluntary ativation are a�eted by various fatorssuh as the auray of the desending motor ommands, the number and harateristisof musles whih ross the joint. It has been proposed that movements annot be bothfast and aurate: there is a speed-auray trade-o� [76℄, and that as the fore produedinreases, the standard deviation of the fore inreases in a linear fashion [187℄. Reduingthe onsequenes of signal-dependent noise is therefore a fundamental strategy in humanmotor ontrol [99℄.The presene of noise in the motor system indues inauray. Di�erent trajetories from theset of all possible trajetories that an ahieve a task may have di�erent error distributions.Under the possible solutions, the motor system piks the trajetory that minimizes theonsequenes of signal dependent noise in the relevant task dimension. Use of these is alsoable to aount for the stereotyped trajetories observed in obstale avoidane movements[97℄. At the fore level, musle ativation patterns are redundant, that is more e�ient thanone musle ativation pattern an be used to ahieve the same joint torque. Between twosolutions of musles ativation, the motor system is likely to hoose the less noisy [97℄.3.4 Loomotor development and training : why and how?Human bipedal loomotion is aimed at displaing the whole body while ensuring its bal-ane. It is a omplex task, onsisting in a ompromise between the forward propulsion ofthe body, whih is a highly destabilizing fore, and the need to maintain the lateral andvertial stability of the body [15, 33℄.Aquisition of equilibrium during human development is a soure of information of highimportane to understand the CNS. Aquiring a sensory-motor ability during hild-hood has a similar progression to the one of learning a new ability in adults. Atthe beginning, movements are dominated by an unontrolled dynamis whih leads to a weakpostural stabilization. Then individuals learn to suppress the e�ets of passive dynamisby a musular ontrol. They learn to use the dynamis, inherent to movement, in order toredue the amount of ative musle ontrol and metaboli energy neessary to ahieve theation [23, 160, 188, 194℄. Aording to Vaughan [199℄, when a young hild takes its �rst fewhalting steps, his or her biomehanial strategy is to minimize the risk of falling. Atually,during the ruial period of learning of independent walking, and for the subsequent fewyears, the hild's CNS will mature in parallel with musuloskeletal growth. Subsequently,the various omponents of human loomotor behaviors whih have to be aquired duringontogenesis take a long time to be trained before being ideally ahieved. This long periodof development is presumably due not only to the progressive growth of the human biome-hanial system and the maturation of the entral nervous system, but also to the buildingup of motor strategies that overome purely biomehanial onstraints of osillating systemsand are aimed at smoothing movements and saving energy expenditure. Indeed,the desending organization of the segmental movement all along the spine during adult
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38 C. Azevedo, B. Amblard, C. Espiau, C. Assaianteloomotion annot be purely due to biomehanis, but rather to antiipate loomotor dis-equilibrium. Similarly, the angular head stabilization in spae while walking, on whih thedesending (antiipatory) organization of equilibrium ontrol seems to be based, does notobey simple biomehanial laws, but is aimed at onstituting an appropriately built spatialframe of referene to exeute orretions of imbalane thanks to visual and vestibular errorsignals [16, 15℄. Another feature that annot be explained simply by biomehanial reasonsis the antiipatory ontrol of the vertial trajetory of the CoM (vertial equilibrium) at heelontat. All these strategies annot be simply innate, due to interindividual di�erenes insize and weight and their variations with age, whih would not be the ase in robots. Theyonstitute in adults a redundant diretory of motor strategies, from the simplest tothe most sophistiated one, allowing adaptation to hanges in external ontext or in thesubjet's abilities due to normal aging or pathologial de�its. In the last ase, a regressionfrom the most elaborate and e�ient strategies to the simplest ones resembling to thoseadopted by young hildren an often be observed [15, 79℄.In terms of equilibrium and strategies of segmental stabilization, several steps an be dis-tinguished in the development of human loomotion [15℄. At the very beginning of theautonomous loomotion, toddlers use to walk with their feet largely apart, a simple strategywhih enlarges the supporting surfae and failitate equilibrium ontrol. It is only sine theage of three years that they beome able to walk on a narrow surfae, namely with theirfeet in front one of another [15℄. As regards the angular stabilization of body segments, thepelvis stabilization in spae appears from the �rst week of autonomous walking and learlypreedes those of the shoulder (two months after the beginning of autonomous walking)and of the head, whih does not e�iently appear before 4 years during ground loomo-tion [16, 17℄. The early pelvis stabilization in spae is presumably aimed at minimizingthe lateral movements of the enter of mass and avoiding fall of the hip towards the swingleg, and this strategy seems to be a prerequisite for autonomous walking in toddlers. Atthat time, loomotor balane ontrol is organized temporally in an asending fashion, fromhip to head. Moreover, an antiipatory ativity at the hip level with respet to the feetmovements suggests a hip-entered organization : asending (bottom-up) from hip to headand desending (top-down) from hip to foot [16, 17℄. From the age of 7 onwards, hildrenbeome able to progressively adopt and master the strategy of head stabilization in spaearound the three main axes in response to an inrease in the level of dynami equilibriumdi�ulty suh as walking over a straight line or on a narrow beam [16℄. Lastly in adulthood,the head stabilization in spae is ommonly adopted but spei�ally involves the roll om-ponent, presumably for eonomy and to protet against visual instability and subsequentvisual blurring due to the eye's limited ability to roll to ompensating for head osillations[91℄. This strategy is then systematially assoiated with a pure desending organizationof the spine movements [16, 195, 173, 156℄.
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A Synthesis of Bipedal Loomotion in Human and Robots 394 ConlusionOur attempt in this paper was to propose a synthesis of the problem of ontrolling bipedalloomotion in humans and robots.A main di�erene between biped robots and human is the redundany. Regarding bodystruture and atuation, robots are usually provided with the minimum number of elementswhih are theoretially required to ensure standing and walking. Humans are highly moreomplex than any existing robot: three hundred degrees of freedom insure redundany in thehoie of possible postures for a same task. Basi loomotion an be ahieved through the�fteen degrees of freedom, whih are, at best, available in biped robots [186℄. The availablemargins to realize one task and to exeute several movements at the same time are there-fore limited. But redundany is also a property of human sensors: information enoded byeah sensor is unique, and eah lass of reeptor operates optimally within a spei� rangeof frequeny and amplitude of body motion, allowing for solving ambiguities [140℄. Theantiipation ability is highly linked to the sensors properties of measuring rapid variations(derivatives).If brain annot be diretly ompared to a omputer, they both play the role of a real-time ontroller. Some onepts like hierarhial and deentralized arhitetures, multi-task,multi-lok, parallelism, multi-sensor fusion an be ommon ones to exploit in both neuro-siene and robotis.Human are subjeted to onstraints similar to those of mahines: transmission delays, un-perfet measurements, omputation power limitation... If delayed or inomplete sensoryinformation is detrimental for most roboti systems, animal motor behavior an be surpris-ingly aurate during similar onditions.Considering the omplexity of the body and the time delays imposed to human CNS, it isobvious that the brain makes some assumptions on the system state using simpli�ed modeland onentrating on the ontrol of a redued number of variables [189℄. Researhes in the�eld of dynami modeling of mehanial systems submitted to ontats and impats allowto simulate more and more preisely the robots. The omplexity of these models is verytime onsuming in a real-time resolution objetive. Embedded models have to allow a goodestimation of the reality taking into aount only the essential aspets oriented to the goal,in order to limit the omputation delays.Robotis provides a theoretial framework to formalize the problem of biped ontrol. Con-epts like postural ontrol an be expressed into a mathematial de�nition (setion 2) al-lowing therefore to work in a preise ontext instead of an intuitive one.We believe that bringing together robotis and neurosiene around the problemati of bipedsystem ontrol ould be of bene�t for both disiplines.
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